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Introduction: Avant-Garde, Advertising
and the Managing of Multiplicity

One would be hard pressed to think of a figure as ambivalent for Weimar film
studies as Walter Ruttmann. On the one hand, Ruttmann figures in countless
articles, book chapters and course syllabi as a major innovator of experimental
film and a key representative of Weimar modernism. His abstract Opus films
(Opus I-IV, -), which held pride of place in the famous film screening
of “absolute film” in Berlin in , have been celebrated by critics from the
s to the present as pioneering works in avant-garde form and milestones in
the history of animation. Similarly, Ruttmann’s urban portrait Berlin. Die Sin-

fonie der Großstadt (Berlin. Symphony of a Great City, ) – the film
that secured his international fame in the s – has long counted as a defining
work of early documentary, a towering statement on Weimar modernity and
the quintessential representation of urban modernism in the interwar period.

Ruttmann’s experimental style has influenced subsequent filmmakers from Os-
kar Fischinger to Len Lye and beyond, and his city film has spawned numerous
imitations and “remakes,” both then and now. Indeed, Ruttmann’s importance
as a pioneer in experimental moving image art is only growing in our current
digital media climate as scholars search for origins and precursors to the prolif-
eration of experimental, non-narrative forms. But there is also another side to
Ruttmann as the “one who stayed.” Unlike many of his contemporaries such as
Hans Richter and Fritz Lang, Ruttmann went on, after the seizure of power by
the National Socialists, to make some eighteen films for the new regime – and
nineteen “fascist” films if one counts his Italian film Acciaio (Steel, ) –
between  and . Although once largely ignored and still unavailable for
viewing outside of archives, this segment of Ruttmann’s filmmaking career has
garnered increasing interest since the s, particularly in Germany, where
scholars have devoted extensive attention to Ruttmann’s post- work for
German steel companies, Nazi ministries, weapons manufacturers and other
agencies.

The ambivalence surrounding Ruttmann’s career – and its difficult fit within
traditional narratives of the avant-garde – might help to explain the relative
dearth of attention to these commissioned films in English-language scholar-
ship, which has focused almost entirely on the Opus films and the Berlin doc-
umentary. Indeed, given Ruttmann’s importance for Weimar modernism alone,



Still from Walter Ruttmann, Lichtspiel Opus I ()

Advertisement for Berlin. Die Sinfonie der Großstadt ()
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it is astounding that – unlike the cases of mainstream directors such as Fritz
Lang, F. W. Murnau and G. W. Pabst, or experimental directors such as Oskar
Fischinger, Lotte Reiniger and Hans Richter – he has never been the object of a
book-length study in English. To date, three books have been published on
Ruttmann: Adrianus van Domburg’s monograph Walter Ruttmann in het beginsel
(), Jeanpaul Goergen’s sourcebook Walter Ruttmann. Eine Dokumentation
() and a second sourcebook by Leonardo Quaresima entitled Walter Rutt-
mann. Cinema, pittura, ars acustica (). While Van Domburg’s study still pre-
sented Ruttmann principally as a paragon of artistic modernism, the more re-
cent volumes by Goergen and Quaresima, both of which include scholarly essay
collections, reflect the ambivalence described above in their examinations of
Ruttmann both as a central figure of the interwar avant-garde and as a colla-
borator in National Socialist propaganda.

As the first English-language book to examine Ruttmann’s work both before
and after , the present study takes into account both of these phases – and
“faces” – of Ruttmann, but I also want to propose a different approach to his
filmmaking. For all of the rediscovery of Ruttmann’s fascist films in recent years,
scholars have continued to be informed by presuppositions stemming from the
vision of Ruttmann as a high modernist. As a result, scholarship on Ruttmann’s
post- work has been largely preoccupied with what might be called the
“Mephisto” question. How could an avant-garde artist of Ruttmann stature – a
paragon of “absolute film” who participated in left-wing groups such as the
Volksverband für Filmkunst (People’s Association for Film Art) and played a
major role in the famous Congress of Independent Film of  alongside Sergei
Eisenstein, Béla Balázs and Alberto Cavalcanti – so readily collaborate with a
totalitarian regime? Scholars have come down on various sides of this ques-
tion. While some critics have seen Ruttmann’s work under fascism as a compro-
mise that allowed him to continue practicing a progressive modernism in an
inhospitable climate, or even to subvert the ideological project of Nazism,

others – building upon the well-known critique of Ruttmann by Siegfried Kra-
cauer – have interpreted his post- work as the development of a fascist aes-
thetic, a reactionary modernism or (to invoke an oft-cited term from Barry Fulks)
a “Nazi Sachlichkeit” already portended in the rigid formalism of his “new ob-
jective” films such as Berlin. What these positions share is the assumption
that we should approach Ruttmann first and foremost as an auteur: a high
modernist filmmaker, painter and musician whose work situated itself within
an international avant-garde scene. This assumption is certainly not wrong.
Ruttmann did study the high arts of architecture and music before becoming a
painter and ultimately a filmmaker; he did take part in the debates concerning
the status of film as an “art”; he did consider his early abstract films forms of
“visual music” (and accompanied screenings ofOpus I himself on the cello); and
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he did stand in dialogue – in some cases in rivalry – with international experi-
mental filmmakers such as Eisenstein, Abel Gance and Dziga Vertov. But there
was also another aspect to Ruttmann’s career altogether, one present already in
the Weimar years and visible in his copious body of work – only now coming to
light – in advertising and other commissioned forms. Indeed, as Thomas Elsaes-
ser and Malte Hagener point out, Ruttmann’s strictly “independent” work was,
in purely quantitative terms, a marginal phenomenon. The vast majority of his
films consisted, rather, in commissions from private and state agencies: from
product manufacturers, shipping companies, public service groups, profes-
sional associations, film companies, government offices, medical associations
and others. Such commissions account for well over half of Ruttmann’s Weimar
output, including some of his earliest work and even the quota film Berlin,

Sinfonie. And they account for all of his films after .
Viewed through the lens of traditional auteurist film studies, one might be

tempted to see this work in advertising as a compromise, a means of securing
funding for his more “serious” experiments or a set of necessary constraints
under which Ruttmann could – like later filmmakers such as Peter Kubelka –
practice the genuine art of experimental aesthetics. But such an assumption is
problematic on several accounts. To begin with, this would be a “compromise”
that nearly all of the Weimar avant-garde participated in; from Hans Richter to
Lotte Reiniger, from Guido Seeber to Oskar Fischinger, most German avant-
garde filmmakers worked in advertising and related forms of commissioned
filmmaking. Although these filmmakers followed various trajectories after the
seizure of power by the Nazis – some leaving Germany for good, some leaving
and coming back, and some staying on – all of them made “sponsored” films
both before and after . Indeed, such work in sponsored film characterized
a good portion of the filmic avant-garde both within and outside of Germany,
encompassing filmmakers such as Joris Ivens, Len Lye, Dziga Vertov, Sergei
Eisenstein, René Clair and many others. Rather than downplaying this activity
as somehow antithetical to the spirit and mission of the avant-garde and its
artistic experiments, we might rather attempt to rethink – as Hagener has done
– interwar avant-garde film culture as a sphere that could unite multiple and
often contradictory identities, projects and aesthetic programs. While some
currents could emphasize the opposition of aesthetics to the instrumental logic
of capitalist modernity, others – in particular the constructivist currents preva-
lent in Russia and Germany – understood the practical implementation of
avant-garde aesthetics in engineering, magazine layout, advertising and other
spheres as a palpable realization of the scenario of “art becoming life” that Jac-
ques Rancière has seen as central to modern design discourse. Taking this con-
text into account, the present study on Ruttmann sets out not from the assump-
tion that experimental aesthetics and practical applications were at cross-
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purposes, but rather from the question of how we might read them together. If,
as Elsaesser and Hagener have argued, Ruttmann “saw in commissioned films
not a limitation of his artistic freedom, but rather his genuine calling,” how
did this professional identity as a maker of advertising and other commissioned
forms enable and even encourage certain forms of experimentation in abstrac-
tion, rhythm and montage?

This question is not entirely new. One of the impacts of “postmodernism” –
articulated by scholars such as Andreas Huyssen in the s – was to draw
renewed attention to the historical imbrications between the historical avant-
garde and the forms of mass consumer culture that arose in the wake of
WWI. But the question concerning the links between avant-garde filmmakers
and advertising has gained a new resonance in film studies today with the re-
cent emergence of archival and materialist histories that challenge the once-
dominant auteurist paradigms by opening up the field to all of those areas of
film production beyond narrative and classical documentary: to advertising and
industrial films, to educational and public service films, to management and
instructional films, and numerous other categories of moving images intended
(to borrow the title of one recent important volume) to be “useful.” As the
term suggests, while these films might still be received in a certain sense as art
(particularly if, as is the case with the surrealist cult of outmoded commodities,
their use-value has subsided), their status as aesthetic artifacts cannot be sepa-
rated from their value as “practical” or “applied” films, commissioned for spe-
cific purposes and screened with specific ends in mind. Accordingly, much of
the methodological discussion surrounding this new film history – following in
particular upon several programmatic publications by Elsaesser – has empha-
sized the need to trade in traditional aesthetic and auteur-centered accounts for
meticulous investigation into context: commissioning bodies, occasions for par-
ticular commissions, intended audience, purposes and so forth.

Drawing on such work, this book takes Ruttmann seriously as a commis-
sioned filmmaker. In part, such a project entails a revision of the familiar –
and in English-language scholarship nearly exclusive – focus on Ruttmann’s
four Opus films and Berlin. Die Sinfonie der Großstadt.While not ignoring
these canonical works in the following pages, this study also seeks to embed
them within a broader analysis of Ruttmann’s filmic production that has re-
mained unknown to most English-speaking readers: his Weimar advertise-
ments, his hygiene and medical films, and his industrial and propaganda films
after . In so doing, I take seriously the requisite (and not always answer-
able) contextual questions of financing, screening and intended audiences.

But my argument in this book also looks beyond those questions in several re-
spects. First, I assume that “commissioned work,” while created for a particular
occasion, can also exceed the immediate purpose of its commission. This is not
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the familiar argument of subversion; whether working for a tire manufacturer
(Excelsior) or the German Wehrmacht, Ruttmann, I argue, did take his commis-
sions seriously. But as works of a celebrated avant-garde filmmaker, which of-
ten premiered in prominent cinemas such as the Ufa-Palast am Zoo, those com-
missioned films also existed within a broader context of modernity and
engaged with many of the key questions of modernity studies regarding ratio-
nalization, perception, contingency, power and discipline. Without a doubt,
the immediate occasions of Ruttmann’s commissioned films affected fundamen-
tally the ways in which they could and did frame these broader questions of
modernity. Accordingly, the point of a study such as this one is not to play one
level off against the other, but rather to examine how the commissioning occa-
sion of the film at hand and the broader context of German and European
modernity are intertwined: i.e. how did Ruttmann’s commissioned works enfold
questions of modernity into their more immediate contexts and projects.

Secondly, as already suggested, this book seeks to reexamine the aesthetics of
Ruttmann’s commissioned work. To this end, it starts out from the hypothesis
that Ruttmann’s aesthetic experimentation occurred not despite the financial,
practical and ideological conditions under which he made his films, but rather
in tandem with those very conditions. In other words, I am arguing that Rutt-
mann’s aesthetics were compatible with commissioned work. But this compat-
ibility should be understood not simply in the sense that his aesthetics could be
“co-opted” to commercial and propagandistic ends, as one says – often ignoring
the avant-garde’s actual history – that the aesthetics of experimental film have
today been co-opted by digital pop culture. Rather, Ruttmann’s signature aes-
thetic innovations in abstract animation and montage were – from the “begin-
ning” – bound up with “practical” research. This suggests a different view of
early experimental cinema than what is sometimes espoused. From a post-
Frankfurt School intellectual perspective, being avant-garde might appear tan-
tamount to opposing the instrumental rationality of the culture industry. But
while such a viewpoint might work for much experimental work of the post-
WWII period, it does not get us far with the interwar experimental art, parti-
cularly as it developed in “design” and constructivist milieus such as Russian
Constructivism, Dutch De Stijl, the circle around Hans Richter’s G and the Bau-
haus. Like the experimental science, engineering and psychology of its day, ex-
perimental art in these circles was carried out within a horizon of possible – even
expected – “applications.” That is, the “practice,” the “use” or the “application”
always already inhabited the “experiment” in potentia.

The analogy to science becomes particularly plausible if one examines care-
fully the multiple relations between avant-garde design and the science of ad-
vertising that emerged as a new professional sphere in the s. As I explore
further in the first chapter below, one of the areas in which Ruttmann himself
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was positively received – and one that has never been considered in film-histori-
cal scholarship on Ruttmann – was precisely in the trade literature of advertis-
ing. As advertising experts such as the Verein deutscher Reklamefachleute (As-
sociation of German Advertising Experts, VdR) began to discover film as a
medium for advertising in the mid-s, Ruttmann’s animated advertisements
were often singled out for attention in professional journals such as Die Reklame
and Industrielle Psychotechnik. That reception forms part of a much broader
cross-fertilization between experimental (avant-garde) art and advertising de-
sign during the period, when groups like the Bauhaus taught courses in the
principles of advertising layout. As Frederic Schwartz has argued, this interest
in the science of advertising among avant-garde artists was also closely bound
up with the avant-garde’s redefinition of aesthetic production, one leading
away from notions of disinterested or inspired creation and toward ideas of
“expertise” and expert intervention in social life. But we can also turn
Schwartz’s observation around and emphasize that not only was the avant-
garde interested in advertising psychology; many advertising psychologists
also had a keen interest in the kinds of experimental aesthetics we associate
with the avant-garde. The early th century saw the rise of an entire new class
of advertising designers – including Peter Behrens, Jupp Wiertz, Wilhelm
Deffke and Lucien Bernhard –who reformed the aesthetics of posters and trade-
marks to conform to the kind of minimalist, simplified high-contrast designs we
associate with constructivism. But such designs did not occur in a bubble; ad-
vertising psychologists, who regularly discussed these “applied” artists in their
writings, were also articulating the principles of this streamlined aesthetics in
articles for journals such as Die Reklame. These psychologists based their pre-
scriptions for advertising aesthetics on countless laboratory experiments carried

Lucien Bernhard, advertising poster for Manoli cigarettes ()
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out for example in the new Institut für Wirtschaftspsychologie (Institute for
Economical Psychology) founded in  in Berlin. In so doing, they assumed
(years before Benjamin or Kracauer) a new type of visual culture, one in which
“fleeting glances” and distracted attention had become the rule within a public
sphere marked by the “flood” of visual information. Most importantly, they
contributed every bit as much as their avant-garde counterparts to the redefini-
tion of the “artist” for the commercial age, insisting that disinterested aesthetics
had to give way to new forms of “Nutzkunst” (useful art), “Gebrauchskunst”
(applied art) and “Gebrauchsgraphik” (applied graphic design). Within this
context, it seemed quite logical to expect a link between experimentation and
its “applications”: between experimental psychology and the new “applied”
psychotechnics of the s or between the experimentation design and its ap-
plication in advertising posters.

It is, then, little wonder that advertising psychologists looked to a figure such
as Ruttmann when they became interested in film, for his “applications” of ex-
perimental film in advertising resembled their own applications of experimental
psychology to the design of poster advertisements. Conversely, it is hard to ima-
gine that Ruttmann – who began his career not only as a painter but also as a
designer of advertising posters – was unaware of the discussions about art
linked to the new field of advertising, and the habitus of the “applied artist”
those discussions helped to promote. Ruttmann in fact wrote a great deal on
the question of film as “art” in his early years, and his thinking on the subject
was anything but a defense of traditional aesthetic categories. Like many of his
contemporaries, Ruttmann did call for the creation of a “film art” appropriate to
its medium and thus freed from its subservience to narrative and theater, ar-
guing as early as  that film should follow the turn of abstract painting
rather than attempting to copy the stage. But Ruttmann also consistently ar-
gued against elitist conceptions of “art” removed from the interests of life, writ-
ing for example – in his earliest published text on the topic – in :

Film, this monster brimming with vitality [Lebendigkeit], ecstatic among so many
possibilities for life [Lebensmöglichkeiten], has no need to seek canonization from the
tribunals of philological art. If film does not fit into the registry of “art,” that is not its
fault – and it is justified in demanding that we expand our concept of art in its direc-
tion.

It was precisely this perceived vitality of film, its apparent proximity to “life,”
that preoccupied Ruttmann in the s. It underlay both his conviction that
film was the “art of our time” (Kunst unserer Zeit) and his insistence on redefin-
ing the very concept of “Kunst.” Perhaps no sphere better embodied that sce-
nario of “art becoming life” than advertising design, and although Ruttmann
wrote comparatively little about his own early advertisements, they clearly
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Walter Ruttmann, advertising poster for Café Botanischer Garten (ca. )

constituted one – and not the least important – manifestation of film’s Lebensmö-
glichkeiten.

But the significance of advertising to understanding Ruttmann’s work goes
beyond questions of design and experimental aesthetics to touch on Ruttmann’s
very professional identity as a filmmaker and the concept of the medium that
undergirded it. As the historian Corey Ross has argued, the industry of adver-
tising “experts” that arose after the war also played a decisive role in changing
ideas about political and social power in the s. The key question here was
one of managing the complexities of a new and seemingly unruly mass demo-
cratic arena. Having experienced the importance of propaganda for mass poli-
tics and mobilization during the Great War, Weimar social scientists and policy-
makers came to see the techniques of advertising and propaganda not as anti-
democratic forces, but rather as crucial tools for reaching a mass audience and
thus for organizing the centrifugal forces of the new mass democratic public
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sphere – a sphere marked by expanding claims to participation in public life, by
an increasing awareness of the power of public opinion, and above all by the
pervasive presence of technological media. Advertising, along with the related
field of propaganda, promised to help assure the orderly functioning of this
new political sphere by managing the flows of information and economies of
attention. All of these questions, moreover, also informed the intense preoccu-
pation with advertising by the emerging National Socialist movement, which
drew centrally on the science of advertising psychology in articulating its own
program of propaganda: its methods of “trademarking” and “product brand-
ing,” its strategic use of filmic images, and its understanding of mass media
and their role in governing a mass populace.

Advertising, that is, was not simply about managing images and information
(visual culture), but also carried with it the implicit and sometimes explicit
promise to help manage the new arena of mass politics. In this sense, advertis-
ing and related disciplines were part and parcel of the broader techniques of
regulation that Michel Foucault has grouped under the term governmentality:
forms of knowledge and power based on the management of populations, their
economic activity, their health, their movements, etc. The new sciences of gov-
ernmentality were thus sciences of mass society, aware of the need for tools with
which to comprehend and regulate the masses. Key among these was the
science of statistics that arose in the th century. Indeed, as Ian Hacking has
shown, statistics – as a means of conceptualizing mass society through the iden-
tification of regularities and probabilities – is fundamentally bound up with a
new awareness of masses: an “avalanche of numbers” that changed the ways in
which policy-makers, social scientists and individuals understood society and
the place of the individual within it.

Such statistical methods were central to advertising psychology and its efforts
to calculate “normal” or “probable” reactions to advertising displays and to
reach the widest public possible. But as Mary Ann Doane has argued, they
also formed a critical epistemological framework in which the cinema itself
emerged as a mass art form. With its sheer variety of images, captured on film
in countless “actualities” from the Lumière Brothers on, the institution of the
cinema embodied the experience of multiplicity in mass modernity in a particu-
larly powerful way. As such, Doane argues, the cinema’s photographic images
could both contribute to the anxieties surrounding contingency – i.e. the prolif-
eration of idiosyncratic details – and offer a means of escape from modernity’s
rationalizing tendencies.

In this book, I argue that Ruttmann was, perhaps more than any other film-
maker of his generation, intuitively aware of such questions surrounding mass
modernity and sought to fashion film – a medium defined by the concatenation
of numerous images and shots – as an instrument for regulating multiplicity. As
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anyone who has watched Berlin. Die Sinfonie der Großstadt knows (and
as John Grierson long ago pointed out), Ruttmann was centrally concerned with
the masses, their regularities, their flows and their possible ordering. As I ar-
gue in chapter , his “symphony” films drew on statistics in order to fashion the
cinema as a means of such conceptual ordering of mass society. That project is
thoroughly bound up with Ruttmann’s professional identity as an “expert.”
Like advertising theorists, Ruttmann wanted his filmic advertisements to inter-
vene in a public sphere marked by the proliferation of images and information,
and indeed understood film as a means of training and regulating perception
and attention within this arena. But increasingly in his later hygiene films and
his propaganda films after , Ruttmann also presents film as a means of
managing populations, of intervening in biopolitical processes. It should thus
hardly seem surprising that he would draw on contemporary forms of “exper-
tise” for conceptualizing and managing mass society, its populations and its
visual information. From advertising design to statistics to National Socialist
models of Gleichschaltung (alignment or coordination), moreover, these were
the same forms of “expertise” espoused by Ruttmann’s many sponsors. Through-
out Ruttmann’s career, I argue, his signature filmic experiments drew on such
forms of expertise in order to legitimate the medium as a means of managing
the multiplicity of mass society: of training and guiding perception, conceptua-
lizing the city, winning audiences over for products, influencing public health,
and – after  – commanding audience allegiance to the new regime.

Examining Ruttmann’s exchanges with these domains of “expertise” pro-
duces a different picture of his professional identity as a filmmaker. But it also
entails a different approach to the “intermediality” of his works. Although the
notion of “absolute” film lends itself to Greenbergian accounts of modernism as
an effort to reduce art to its “medium specificity,” Ruttmann in fact conceived
film from the beginning in terms of its intermedial relations to music, dance and
painting, and scholars have long been fascinated by his ability to cross the
boundaries between artistic media: between painting and film in the Opus

films, between musical and visual rhythm in the Opus films and Berlin,


and between image and sound montage in works such as Weekend () or
Tönende Welle (Resounding Waves, ). This idea of Ruttmann as a mul-
timedia artist is summed up in the title of Leonardo Quaresima’s catalogue Wal-
ter Ruttmann. Cinema, pittura, ars acustica. Within this framework, film historians
have often cited Ruttmann’s early unpublished essay “Malerei mit Zeit” (ca.
) as evidence of his leading position within an international project among
Futurists, Dadaists and other artists to overcome static painting through the
dynamism of movement arts in the early th century. But while such a fram-
ing certainly explains one aspect of Ruttmann’s work, he also drew on many
other media – particularly visual media – beyond the realm of high art. In his
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early work, these include the tradition of scientific curvature mentioned several
times in the essay “Malerei mit Zeit,” as well as the art of poster design that he
adapted to his earliest advertising films. But they also include several modes of
visual representation from the applied sciences such as cross-sectional represen-
tations, visual statistics (or Isotype), blueprints, maps and engineering designs.
As an “artist” who sometimes accompanied his own films musically, Ruttmann
was indeed interested in the interstices between painting, music and film, but as
an “expert” who wanted film to contribute to the regulation of mass society, he
was also interested in these other types of “useful” images, all of which stem
from the tradition that Gottfried Boehm has labeled “images as instruments of
knowledge.” As I explore in the chapters below, Ruttmann sought to adapt
such practical visual forms to film in order to define a role for filmic images as
a medium for managing mass society and its multiplicities. This form of inter-
mediality sought to position film and its operations as an instrument not of
artists but of experts, and examining it more carefully allows a different picture
to emerge. Whereas Deleuzian film scholars describe modernist film in terms of
the “action image,” the “affect image” and the “perception image” (usually
aligning the avant-garde with the third category), I argue that Ruttmann
sought, in adapting the visual traditions of science to film, to create another
kind of filmic image: a management image, which would allow film to participate
in the logic of governmentality.

It is here, I believe, that we can best understand the “politics” of Ruttmann’s
aesthetics. Rather than assuming that Ruttmann’s post- work amounted to
a corruption of a purportedly “pure” aesthetics of experimentation from his
early career, I would suggest that Ruttmann practiced experimental aesthetics,
both before and after , as an applicable art, one that could be used in product
commercials, cultural publicity pictures, social and hygiene films, city advertise-
ments, industrial films and wartime propaganda. Ruttmann himself summar-
ized this view of film in  in a text entitled “Die absolute Mode” (“The Abso-
lute Fashion”):

Film is – thank God! – not simply an artistic affair, but also and above all a human-
social affair! It is the strongest advocate for the spirit that seeks to reunite vital and
artistic interests, for that spirit that today deems jazz more ‘important’ than sonatas,
posters more ‘important’ than paintings. Art, living art, is no longer what we learned
it was in school: no longer a flight from the world into higher spheres, but rather an
act of entering into the world and explaining its nature. Art is no longer abstraction, but
rather the taking of positions [Stellungnahme]! Any art that does not contain a pro-
nouncement belongs in the antiquities museum. Of course, it is a matter of indiffer-
ence what this pronouncement applies to: feminine beauty; socialism; or technology,
nature and their various imbrications. What is important is simply the fact of taking a
position.
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Coming at the end of the s, Ruttmann’s statement was clearly meant on one
level to explain his own turn away from abstract animation and toward photo-
graphic images with his Berlin film, and the text has often been read as a pub-
lic renunciation of his early avant-garde aspirations. But the text affords insight,
I believe, into a professional identity that Ruttmann had been fashioning for
some time, one in which the filmmaker participates in social processes by plac-
ing aesthetic expertise in the service of other causes, be it product advertising
(“feminine beauty”) or political propaganda (e.g. “socialism”). Scholars have
sometimes wondered what exactly Ruttmann had in mind with the term “Stel-
lungnahme” (taking positions), given the filmmaker’s own formalist tenden-
cies. Part of my point in this book is to argue that the concept referred to
something broader than political committment: at stake here was rather the
very act of “applying” film aesthetics to useful tasks, of reuniting “art” and
“life.” This notion of the artist as an intervener in social life might help to ex-
plain, more than any specific political positions that Ruttmann may or may not
have espoused, his own willingness to participate in both advertising and, later,
fascist propaganda. Ruttmann’s own stated “indifference” to the objects of those
interventions is, of course, precisely what makes him such a problematic film-
maker for histories of the avant-garde. But that “indifference”was also perfectly
in keeping with the professional ethos of advertising theorists in Weimar, who
sought to legitimate advertising and propaganda as formal techniques applicable
to multiple ends.

To point out this relational continuity in Ruttmann’s professional identity,
however, is not to argue that nothing changes in his films between the Weimar
Republic and National Socialism. On the contrary, the regime change in 

did have immediate consequences for the ways in which the management of
mass society was conceptualized. As recent historians have emphasized, al-
though “biopolitics” – understood as the projects, techniques and methods for
managing populations – is a feature of modern mass societies from the th
century to the present, both the means and the ends of biopolitics did change
drastically in Germany in , when open discussion and public dissent were
silenced, public policy was orchestrated from the top down, individual rights
and pleasures were subordinated to the interests of the collective, and race-
based eugenics became an official part of a governmental policy designed to
support concept of the populace as a “Volkskörper.” Thus Edward Dickinson
has argued:

What was critical [for the destructive dynamic of Nazism] was not the expansion of
the instruments and disciplines of biopolitics, which occurred everywhere in Europe.
Instead it was the principles that guided how those instruments and disciplines were
organized and used, and the external constrains on them. In National Socialism, bio-
politics was shaped by a totalitarian conception of social management focused on the
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power and ubiquity of the völkish state. In democratic societies, biopolitics has histori-
cally been constrained by a rights-based strategy of social management.

Nazism and its genocidal policies were thus both part of a broader logic of
modern biopolitical management and, as several recent historians have argued,
something quite distinct from the welfare states that existed before and after the
National Socialist period, even if all of these formations shared in the logic of
governmentality and biopolitical management that characterized mass moder-
nity as a whole. Adapting these insights to film history, we could say that
what changed in Ruttmann was not the interest in management of mass society
and its visual culture per se, and not the desire to adapt forms of “expertise” to
the cinema, but rather the framework in which such adaptations took place and
the ends to which they were put. As I argue below in chapters  and , Rutt-
mann’s post- films display a new concept of governmentality: one charac-
terized by a model of the population not as an aggregate mass with its regula-
rities and differences, its typologies and contingencies, but as a Volkskörper
rooted in the land and the “race”; one in which ideas about governing and reg-
ulating the masses sought not to manage differences but to eliminate them and
unify the populace through policies of Gleichschaltung; one in which advertising
no longer has to balance government policy with the procurement of individual
pleasures, but rather functions to make individuals aware of their “duty” to the
state and the Volk. Ruttmann’s post- films “enacted” these transformations,
as it were, in their representations of the masses as a racialized Volkskörper or as
raw material to be molded to the ends of the state; in the way they rethought
advertising as an “educational” exercise of power; and above all in the way they
positioned the cinema itself as an instrument for molding spectators to the dic-
tates of the new regime.

Thus even as I emphasize the continuities in Ruttmann’s professional identity
and his efforts to draw on modern forms of “expertise” in order to fashion film
as an instrument for managing the multiplicity of mass society, I also want to
insist on the real differences between his Weimar work and his later output.
This means attending to the specificities of Ruttmann’s “fascist” films. Conver-
sely, it also means attending to the specificities of his Weimar films. While Rutt-
mann’s filmmaking might have displayed a certain “instrumental” logic before
, subsuming those films under notions of proto-fascism or Nazi Sachlich-
keit avant la lettrewould fail to account for the very real engagement with multi-
plicity, difference and plurality visible in these films and which continues to
make them so interesting to Weimar scholars.

In order to support this reading of Ruttmann, the book is divided into four
chapters arranged according to representative periods and concepts. Although
each of these chapters focuses on a select group of films, the goal here is not to
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provide exhaustive coverage. Readers looking for a biography of Ruttmann’s
life or an exhaustive description of the dozens of films he directed, co-directed,
collaborated on or imagined during his twenty-three years as a filmmaker are
better served by the informative source books by Goergen and Quaresima. In
particular, because I am interested here in the way that Ruttmann’s work con-
ceives of film as a medium for managing visual culture, this book has compara-
tively little to say about his important experiments with sound. I have also left
out any extended discussions of Ruttmann’s many collaborations on the works
of other filmmakers such as Lotte Reiniger’s Die Abenteuer des Prinzen

Achmed (The Adventures of Prince Achmed, ), Fritz Lang’s Nibelun-

gen () or Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph des Willens (Triumph of the Will,

). And several important films, including the full-length fiction film Ac-

ciaio, receive little or no attention. Finally, as already suggested, readers look-
ing for a narrative of the avant-garde as an inherently counter-cultural or pro-
gressive phenomenon are bound to be disappointed. What this book does offer
is a detailed analysis of four representative periods and themes that can help us
to rethink Ruttmann’s experimental aesthetics as forms and operations bound
up with modern strategies for managing the multiplicities – visual, informa-
tional, populational – of mass society.

Chapter  focuses on the context of post-WWI advertising psychology al-
ready mentioned in order to reassess Ruttmann’s early abstract animation. Ex-
amining Ruttmann’s animated product advertisements in relation both to his
Opus films and to the new theories of advertising design, I propose a new read-
ing of abstract filmmaking as a form profoundly compatible with the experi-
mental science of advertising and its notions of instrumental visual representa-
tions. In particular, I show how the oscillation between abstraction and
figuration in Ruttmann’s animated advertisements – which repeatedly take up
the signature forms of his Opus films while transforming them into figurative
representations – echoes the precepts of advertising psychology, which sought
to apply the findings of experimental psychology to the real world of the adver-
tising marketplace. Drawing on Ruttmann’s early unpublished text “Malerei
mit Zeit” (“Painting with Time”), this chapter also examines how Ruttmann’s
animation sought to effectuate a training of spectatorial attention for an era of
acceleration and information overload by drawing on the visual tradition of
movement curves. Ultimately, Ruttmann’s advertising films present their prod-
ucts precisely as a means of navigating the “curves” of modernity’s accelerated
informational flows by entering into “resonance” with the waves of accelerated
movement. A key term in the advertising discourse of the time, “resonance”
offered a model for ordering and governing movement: one that would make
advertising and its visual representations as efficient as a Fordist factory.
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Chapter  then examines Ruttmann’s turn toward photographic images in the
second half of the s, focusing in particular on his development of “cross-
sectional” montage. Tracing the history of the “cross-section” (Querschnitt)
from a mode of scientific illustration to a form of sociological analysis based on
a statistical epistemology, I show how the figure was imported into Weimar
visual culture as a model for conceptualizing mass society and managing a vi-
sual sphere characterized by the increasing proliferation of photographic repre-
sentations. Drawing on illustrated journals such as Der Querschnitt, Ruttmann’s
“cross-sectional” montage in films such as Berlin sought to manage the contin-
gency associated with “indexical” representations by underscoring the similari-
ties and regularities between people, animals, technologies and objects from
different spheres. Such a form lent itself well to Ruttmann’s project in the 

film Melodie der Welt (Melody of the World), an extended advertisement
for world cruises offered by the Hamburg-Amerika shipping line (HAPAG) that
touted the company’s ability to bring about a new “understanding” between the
peoples of the world in the wake of WWI. By transforming the company’s nar-
rative journey around the world into a “cross-sectional” catalogue of visual ana-
logies between different peoples and their forms of culture, Ruttmann attempts
to imagine a similar function for film: a medium that could manage the world’s
multiplicity by balancing difference with statistical regularity.

Building on this analysis of Ruttmann’s “cross-sectional” films as statistical
conceptualizations of mass society, chapter  then turns to the application of
statistics to populational representation in Ruttmann’s hygiene films from the
early s. Comparing the anti-syphilis film Feind im Blut (Enemy in the

Blood, ) with Ruttmann’s first Nazi propaganda film Blut und Boden.

Grundlagen zum neuen Reich (Blood and Soil. Fundamentals for the

New Reich, ), I show how these films sought to apply Ruttmann’s “statisti-
cal epistemology” to problems of biopolitics. In particular, by adapting statisti-
cal forms such as graphs, charts and the recently developed conventions of Iso-
type to film, Ruttmann here refashioned the medium and its “statistical
montage” as a tool for encouraging viewers to see themselves as part of a bio-
political population. However, this chapter also demonstrates the profound
changes that Ruttmann’s biopolitics undergo from Weimar to National Social-
ism – and from a semi-private commission by reformist anti-syphilis groups to a
public commission by the newly formed Office of the German Reich Peasant
Leader (Stabsamt des Reichsbauernführers). Where a film like Feind im Blut

still seeks to persuade individuals of their vested interest in statistical informa-
tion about syphilis, Blut und Boden de-individualizes spectators, treating
them as representatives of a racialized Volkskörper whose health and degeneracy
becomes the spectator’s direct responsibility. Within this configuration, Rutt-
mann’s cross-sectional montage still functions to insert individual images and
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stories into a greater statistical whole, but the valorization of the contingent, the
detail or the idiosyncratic is no longer possible.

My final chapter then turns to Ruttmann’s many “steel” films of the s and
s in order to examine how Ruttmann re-imagines film after  as a means
of conceptualizing and managing the new “Volkskörper.” Like other scholars
who have considered these films, I am interested in the ways in which they dis-
play a vestige of Ruttmann’s Weimar aesthetics – abstraction, animation and the
attention to elementary forms – in the many images of molten steel and factory
technology. However, rather than interpreting this correspondence as evidence
that Ruttmann used advertising to “smuggle” experimental aesthetics into Nazi
cinemas, or (on the contrary) as an invitation to read Ruttmann’s Weimar films
as proto-fascist, I argue that such abstraction comes to serve a new purpose
after : namely as the iconography of a particular power of “form-giving” or
a “Formgefühl” (feeling for form) attributed to the German race in the art his-
tory and anthropology of the time. Steel production comes to embody this
“form-giving” power, which Ruttmann’s films – like the literature of the steel
industries that commissioned them – trace from ancient Germanic sword-
smiths to modern factories. But this forming of steel for society also becomes a
figure for fascist leadership, which Goebbels famously conceptualized as the
power to “give form” to the Volk. Ruttmann’s many classroom scenes, alongside
his predilection for animated plans, designs and blueprints in these films, sug-
gest a view of the medium as an instrument for this disciplinary constitution of
the audience as a “Volk.”

Following this trajectory from Weimar to Nazism, it would be easy to con-
demn Ruttmann (as both Siegfried Kracauer and John Grierson did) for his cul-
tivation of an abstract formalism – or in the terms of this study a formal “exper-
tise” – that could be co-opted by any and all political ends. Or one might fault
him (as Bazin could have done) for his contribution to an instrumental montage
aesthetics that lent itself to the propagandistic manipulation of viewers. It is
not my intention to defend Ruttmann against such critiques here. Like other
scholars, I am wary of notions of “inner immigration,” especially when one con-
siders the extent to which Ruttmann’s post- films actively espoused ele-
ments of Nazi ideology. This book unabashedly examines the imbrications of
Ruttmann’s experimental aesthetics with National Socialist models of govern-
ance, with the championing of warfare, and even with a racialized model of the
body politic after . But I hope the book can also point beyond such ques-
tions (which have, understandably, preoccupied histories of German film in the
interwar period) to reopen a discussion about what exactly “experimental” aes-
thetics meant. Writing in , Grierson argued that Ruttmannesque cross-sec-
tional montage failed to attain the “higher reaches of art” because of its empha-
sis on pure mechanics without moral ends. If my contention is correct, such
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moral ends were never the point for a filmmaker like Ruttmann, who sought
rather to see how film could be fashioned as an instrument, what it could do.
Ruttmann was no more preoccupied with hierarchizing its possible applications
than were the experts of advertising and propaganda with the ends to which its
own findings would be applied. Film, in this understanding, was a tool for
“experts,” susceptible to multiple applications, and precisely therein resided its
legitimation. This is not to say that we should avoid condemning Ruttmann’s
political opportunism, but that we should read that opportunism as part and
parcel of one historical conception of the medium – and of the avant-garde’s
role in shaping that conception – that has yet to be fully understood.
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